WildPackets Rapid Deployment
WildPackets’ Rapid Deployment Services (RDS) enables you to put your WildPackets solutions to work for you right away and start fully enjoying the benefits and
ROI of your local or distributed analysis platform. From pre-deployment planning to personalized network configuration, we ensure that your WildPackets solution
is up and running as quickly and effectively as possible for you and your business.
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ACTIVITIES

• Remote site installation

Small Company with Tight Budget?
Try Peek Mentor!
WildPackets wants to see each and every one of
its customers get up and running quickly and
effectively. While WildPackets’ intuitive UI helps
users recognize good value, many are never
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For more information, contact:
wpconsulting@wildpackets.com or call
800.466.2447 and ask for Professional Services.
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